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SHEAR STRESS PREDICTION IN SHWK LOADED COPPER

PaulS. FdIanabae

Materials Scienca and Techrdogy OhWon, MS G756, M Alamos National bboratory, L& Alamos, NM,
USA 87545

. .
I?M stress-strain behavior during thes= rise of a Xl kbar and 54 kbar shock In ooppe; Is modeled using
a plastic conetit@ve model that Includes rate and temperature dependent hardening and a@xxmts for the
lmmitkm from therrnalty ~ to viscous drag cmtrdled deformation et high strain rates. A slight
modification to tl’w treatment of W mobile diskxation density within the model from that originally proposed
bads to better agreement with the shock date than Wtiaved previously. llw results indicate that the
deformation mechanism during the shock rise is a drag mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION

A!the1969APS Topical Confefemon Shock

waves h Codamad Matter, Tonka and Johnson’

~~~of~-~bs In

oopperat Wkbamand 54kbafa(-~ti as

61 kbam) wtth predictions uf the pdles using a oods

that Included a plastic mnstituthe model for high strain

rate deformation In -r proposed by Follansbee2.

Two trnpo~nt ooduslons regarding the plastic

oOnsWWe model and tha rate oontrolllng defamation

~tsms In oopfxw during shock Mormation

resutted from this study. The investigation Indicated

that the defomnation meohanlsm In oopper during

shcmk Ioadlng enters the vtswus dr6g raQkne.

Secmdty, the rate *pendant hardening term In the

ptastlc ccmtttutive model, which was glvan a linear

atraln rate dependence In the ortglnal dedvatior?, over-

pradlcted the hardening bahavlor; a wquare root atraln

rute dependence was found to glva a more reasonable

estimate of the hardening at the shock strain rates.

However, even wtth this modttled hardanlng term, the

pradlcted behavior did not show the same rate

dependenw as observed experimentally. In this paper,

we show that a minor modification to the plastlc

cunstttutlve model bads to much closer agreement

Vdthths meaeuremarrts. The modikation is to define a

atreas+Sapendent mobile dislocation denstty, which in

the odghud work was assumed to be mrwtant.

2. THE MODEL

FoWnsbee and Kocks3 ans~ed room temperature

deformation in oxygen-free+lf ~onic copper deformed

over a strain rate range of 104 s“’ to 104 s“’. The

results were

trmdtbn to

strain rates

Interpreted to prove the absen~ of a

vtaoous drag controlled deformation at

as low as 104 s“’. This transition In

Morrnatlon mechanism la hevttabb with Increasing

streln rate, however, and Follansbee extended the

Follansbee-Kooks model to Inowporate this transltion2

according to the method dascdbed by Clttton4 and

Kiahn, Mukherjee, and DomS.

The gowmlng equation for the variation of the strain

rate, ?, vdth stress, o, and temperature, T, developed

prevloust# Is wrttten as

where M IS a Taylor factor, 9 1S a drag codficlent

(given a stress dependence to account for possible

relatldstlc Ilmtts), UO Is the jump or attempt frequency



(10” s-’), A Is the mean distanca between obstack, b

Isthe Burgers vector, ktsthe BoHzmann constant, AG

k3 an adivation energy, a is the mechanii stress

oharacterting the Intrinsic strength (sate) of material,

and &o=aMp.by/uO, where a is a oonstmt (0.5) and

pmisthe rnobiie diskatimdqwity. Inwfprevkws

workand Inthe Tonksand Johnson’ anaIysis :Owas

tsken to be constant (107s-’). This was A @tifWl

bytheexpanion ‘hat with increasing dislocation

density the inwase In the mobile dislocation density

“would be dWt by UMIdecrease h th9 meat? S@ng

betwenoMacias. Becsusethespaang Yalsols

found h the first term In the denominator of Eq. 1,

caiculatkms vmre made’a assuming i) Y equal to a

mnstant and ii) y= p.’fi= qpb/8, where p ts the shear

mod@s and p ts the total dislocation density. The

second asse is c%nsldered to be more realistic.

Equation 1 describes the depndenw of strain rate

on stress and temperature at a given state. lM rate-

dependent evolution of the state is described usings

~ “4’”‘Ml (2)

where 00 is the stage II hardening rate and 6, is the

maximum (saturation) value of the state for a given

temperature and strain rate. The original work

described the rate4ependenca of 00 using an

expression which contained a term Ilnear in strain rate.

The evidence now suggests that this over estimates

the hardening at strain rates Q.ceeding 104s“’ and, as

In the Tonks and Johnson work’, we instead use

O., MPa =237? +8, Yln4+3,51JT (3)

Equations 1 through 3 give the plastic constitutive

equations used by Tonks and Johnson’ to oalculate

the shock rise for mpper shock deformed at 30 and 54

kbars, However, In this form the model was unable to

predict the details of both shock rises with a single

value of y. In @cular the computed strain-rate

sensitivity over-predicted the measured increase in

stress levels when the shock pressure was increased

from 30 to 54 kbars. This result calls attention to the

assumption of a ocmatmt ?., which implies that the

product of the mobile dislocation density and the mean

dislocation spacing remains constant with increasing

stress or state. The expected variation of the mean

spaang with state was given above (case Ii). The

mobile dislocation density is a fraction, typically a small

fraction, of the total dislocation density. Atthough a

oonstant mobile dislocation density is a good

approximation when the strain-rate sensitivity is low, at

higher rate sensitivities (as in creep defwmtion) the

mobile dislocation denstty Is often assumed to vary

with stress according to a power of between 1 end 38.

Assuming that this power is 2, the stress dependent

mobile dislocation density can be written as

(4)

Taking p =0.02, which gives ?~values dose to 107s.’

at bw strain rates, Figure 1 shows adiabatic atress-

strain cunms calculated using Eq. 1 with Eq. 4

substituted for pm in 40and case II for Y. These cuwes

dttfer from those mmputed previously (see Figure 6 In

Reference 2) in that the transition between the VISCOUS

drag oontroiied regime at iow strains and the thermaliy

activated regime at higher strains Is much more

gradual in the cuwes shown in Figure 1. Figure 2

shows the variation of stress at constant strains of

c -0,01 and c =0.10 versus strain rate. Comparing

these cuwes wtth the predictions at a strain of c F010

given in Figure 4 of Referenw 3 again shows that the

addition of a stress-dependent rnoblle dislocation term

bads to a more gradual transition to the VISCOUSdrag

regime,
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FIGURE 1
stress-strainowes (adiabatic at ~= 1 s-’, ld s-’, Id
8“’, and ld s“’, and isothermal at Z=104s.’) as a
fmction”ofabain rate for an initial temperature of 295K.

3. CALCULATION OF THE SHOCK RISE IN COPPER

*@sons ye ghn two between the *I

Pradktion sandthoshoc kriseprofik mfortwoehock

strengths, 30 kbar and 54 kbar lhe bwer pressure

shock profile was measured by Wames’, while the

higher pressure profile was reported by Swegle and

Gra&. The profiles have been anstyzed using a

steady-waw weak shock anatysis by Tonksg to give

temporal data In the form of plastic strain (c) and

dovtatodc stress (r) through the shock rise. These data

are plotted In Figure 3. Predictions are made by

atepplng through the chock In strain Increments

(Ac -0.ml). At each hxement tha anent shear

stress (0/2) Is -Iculated usino Eq. 1, modified wtth Eq.

4, and the Incremental change In the state IUIcalculated

using Eqs. 2 and 3. The predictions, shown in Figure

4 along with tfM analyzed data, compare favorably with

the data, pafilcularty at 30 kbars. The hardening at low

atralns h slightly underestimated but the peak stresses

are calculated reasonably well for both shock

1he stress levels predicted at the end of the shmk

rise remain above the ●nalyzed date for both shock

I
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FIGURE 2
stress for deformation at a 295K starting

temperature and vanws strain rates to strains of
c =0.01and0.10.

pressures. However, the repomct final stress levels are

lower than antklpatacl For example, the stress level for

room temperature defamation at a untform strain rate

of 104s-’ to a strain of 2.5% (which represents the final

strain rate and the maximum strain at the end of the 54

kbar shock rise) la roughly 93 MPa. The predicted final

stress at the end of the shock rise is lM MPa,

whereas the value reported by Tonks Is 116 MPaO.The

predicted value for the shock exceeds the predicted

value for a cmnstant strain rate of 104s.’ because most

of the shock rise is at a higher Mrain rate, where,

according to Eq. 3, the hardening Is higher. me

dia.agreernmt between the predicted and the measured

final stress may Indicate that the rate-deper,denca

Implled in Eq, 3 is still too high, However, the accuracy

of the analyzed shock profiles may not warrant this fine

an lnterpmtatlon.

4, SUMMARY

A simple modifmtion to the plastic constitutive

model proposed earile~’s beds to more accurate

predictions than found previously for the strecuvstrain

behavior during weak shock ioadin~, The modification
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FIGURE 3
Anatyze& shear stress and wtahedral strain profiles
throughthe 30 kbar’ and 54 !d# shock rises.
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FIGURE 4

allowsfor a mildlystressdependentmobile dlskxation

demstty,whii does not greatly affect the pfedicted

behvlor at low strain rates (< 10’ s-’) but which

introducesthe *act atraln-rate depandenca at strain

rates found In the shock rise. ~ two Conclusions

from the Tonks and Johnson’ work regarding plastic

constitutive behaviorduringshock deformationare not

altered. That Is, the deformation mechanism during

shock rise at 30 and 54 kbar is still foundto b viscous

drag and the Iineartyratedependent stage II hardsming

proposed In the original Follansbee sind Kockss work

appears to be too high.
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